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Abstract

The ensemble of structures generated by molecular mechanics (MM) simulations is

determined by the functional form of the force field employed and its parametrization.

For a given functional form, the quality of the parametrization is crucial and will deter-

mine how accurately we can compute observable properties from simulations. Whilst

accurate force field parametrizations are available for biomolecules, such as proteins or

DNA, the parametrization of new molecules, such as drug candidates, is particularly

challenging as these may involve functional groups and interactions for which accu-

rate parameters may not be available. Here, in an effort to address this problem, we

present ParaMol, a Python package that has a special focus on the parametrization

of bonded and non-bonded terms of drug-like molecules by fitting to ab initio data.

We demonstrate the software by deriving bonded terms’ parameters of three widely-

known drug molecules: aspirin, caffeine, and a norfloxacin analog, for which we show
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that, within the constraints of the functional form, the methodologies implemented in

ParaMol are able to derive near-ideal parameters. Additionally, we illustrate the best

practices to follow when employing specific parametrization routes; the sensitivity of

different fitting data sets, such as relaxed dihedral scans and configurational ensembles,

to the parametrization procedure; and the features of the various weighting methods

available to weight configurations. Owing to ParaMol’s capabilities, we propose that

this software can be introduced as a routine step in the protocol normally employed to

parametrize drug-like molecules for MM simulations.

Introduction

Molecular mechanics-based (MM) simulation methods such as molecular dynamics (MD) and

Monte Carlo (MC) are commonly employed to solve many problems in chemistry, physics,

biochemistry, and condensed-matter.1 The ability of these MM-based methodologies to cor-

rectly model systems of interest relies mainly on two aspects: their capacity to extensively

sample the configurational space and the accuracy of the underlying force field (FF).

The sampling problem is still an area of intensive research, with many enhanced sampling

methods being proposed in the past decades, e.g., metadynamics,2,3 Hamiltonian replica-

exchange,4–6 and umbrella sampling.7 On the other hand, the accuracy of MM simulations

relies on the underlying FF, which comprises a functional form and a set of parameters.

The functional form consists of a function that defines the potential energy of the system

and allows calculation of forces, which enables equations of motion to be numerically solved.

Amongst the most commonly used fixed-charge FF functional forms are AMBER,8,9 GRO-

MOS,10 CHARMM11 and OPLS.12–15 These FFs already contain extensive databases of pa-

rameters for different types of molecules. Even so, many applications require the parametriza-

tion of novel molecules or levels of accuracy in the conformations and energetics that are

unattainable using default FF parameters. Of great importance is the parametrization of

molecules for drug-design applications and for the calculation of quantum corrections to
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classical free energies, which were shown to converge faster if MM descriptions more similar

to the quantum level are employed.16–18 Here, in an effort to address the problem of FF

accuracy, we present ParaMol, a software package that is capable of deriving bespoke FF

parameters in an automated fashion by fitting to ab initio data.

Different software packages have already been released for the purpose of automatic

FF parametrization. Each has its own features, specific methods and design choices. For

example, Paramfit19 is capable of parametrizing the bonded parameters in the AMBER

equation by fitting to ab initio forces and energies; ffTK20 (VMD plugin) and GAAMP21 were

designed specifically to develop CHARMM-compatible parameters for small molecules and

permit the parametrization of charges and bonded parameters; the CPMD software package22

also contains a QM/MM force-matching implementation and can derive charges and bonded

terms parameters for the AMBER and GROMOS96 equations; Schrödinger’s proprietary

software is capable of parametrizing the OPLS FF and systematically generating missing

torsional parameters;12,14,15,23 finally, ForceBalance,24,25 stands out due to its generality - it

is capable of parametrizing different FF functional forms to experimental data and has many

optimization algorithms available.

ParaMol can be used both as a stand-alone package or as a Python package to create

user-customized parametrization protocols. It differs from other parametrization software

packages in some of its implementation choices and in its special focus on the parametrization

of drug-like molecules from first-principles quantum mechanics. ParaMol aims to ease all

steps in a standard parametrization workflow, i.e., it automates configurational sampling,

the calculation of reference data, and the procedure of obtaining the optimal FF param-

eters. Therefore, it can be easily introduced as a routine step in the standard workflow

used to prepare drug-like ligands for MM simulations. It can also be extended to accom-

modate new objective functions, fitting properties and FF functional forms. It also has

parallel capabilities that allow distributing the calculation of the objective function and ab

initio training data amongst the available computational resources. Currently, the package
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is able to derive parameters of class I additive potential energy functions, such as the ones

used by AMBER, CHARMM, and OPLS FFs.26 Class I FFs use harmonic functions to de-

scribe stretching and bending, no cross-terms, and Lennard-Jones for dispersion interactions.

They are often adequate to describe the structures and non-bonded energies of (bio-)organic

molecules.8,27 Class II FFs add cubic or quartic terms to describe stretching and bending,

as well as cross-terms to reproduce the coupling between degrees of freedom (DOFs) (e.g.,

MM328–30 and CFF31,32). Finally, class III FFs include polarization and hyperconjugation

(e.g. AMOEBA,33,34 polarizable CHARMM35,36 or fluc-q37–39)

As an application example we assessed the limits of accuracy that can be attained by

fitting bonded parameters of the GAFF functional form to QM calculations. For this purpose,

we chose three widely-known drug molecules: aspirin, caffeine, and a norfloxacin analog.

To illustrate the dihedral scan functionality that is available in ParaMol, we optimized

the dihedral parameters associated with the main rotatable bond of a norfloxacin analog;

furthermore, for aspirin, we explored the advantages and limitations of the use of dihedral

scans against the generation of configurational ensembles through molecular dynamics, as

ways of exploring the potential energy surface (PES), and optimized its intramolecular bond,

angle, and dihedral parameters; finally, we employed adaptive parametrization to derive new

bonded parameters for caffeine.

This paper is structured as follows: we first present the basic theory underlying the imple-

mentation of the ParaMol package, viz., the generalization of the force-matching method,40

the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) model,41–43 the optimization algorithms avail-

able, as well as some remarks about regularization and parameter preconditioning; then we

describe the organization of the software package and its functionalities; finally, we con-

clude by presenting the application of different parametrization protocols to the previously

mentioned test cases.
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Theory and methods

Generalization of the force-matching method

A generalization of the original force-matching method40 can be formulated in which, instead

of only fitting forces, the aim is to fit the FF to reproduce - within the constraints of

the functional form - any desired experimental or theoretical property of interest. In this

context, the optimization procedure can be seen as a mathematical problem in the space of

FF parameters, here denoted as p, where p is a vector containing all optimizable parameters.

The aim of the optimization is to determine the optimal set of parameters that minimize an

objective function, here denoted as X. The objective function contains the squares of the

residuals, and in its general form reads:

X(p) = XF (p) +
∑
{A}

XA(p) + Θ(p) (1)

where XF corresponds to the term of the objective function in which MM forces are

fitted to reference values, XA amounts for the fitting of any other property of interest A to

reference data (e.g., potential energy, electrostatic potential), and Θ(p) is a regularization

term that can be optionally included in order to prevent over-fitting (discussed in detail in a

subsequent section). Specifically, two different types of force-matching terms, XI
F and XII

F ,

are implemented in ParaMol. The type I force-matching term fits the norm of the atomic

forces to reference data and it has the following form:40

XI
F (p) =

1

3Na

Ns∑
i

ωi

Na∑
j

|∆Fi,j|2

Var(F ref )
(2)

where ∆Fi,j = FMM
i,j (p) − F ref

i,j , F ref
ij and FMM

ij are the QM (reference) and MM force

vectors, respectively, of atom j in conformation i, ωi is the weight of the i-th conformation,

Ns is the number of structures provided and Na the number of atoms of the system. The

type II force-matching term fits every component of the atomic forces to reference data and
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it is given by:25

XII
F (p) =

1

3Na

Ns∑
i

ωi

Na∑
j

[
∆Fi,j(p)T 〈F ref

i,j ⊗ F
ref
i,j 〉−1∆Fi,j(p)

]
(3)

It is worth noting that the variance, Var(F ref ), and covariance, 〈F ref
i,j ⊗ F

ref
i,j 〉, are used

in XI
F and XII

F , respectively, so that the residuals in the objective function are dimensionless

and maximally of unit magnitude. Furthermore, in equation (1), XA is a general expression

for the fitting of any property of interest A to reference data, which for the case of a global

property is given by:

XA(p) =
Ns∑
i

ωi

(
AMM
i (p)− Arefi

)2
Var(Aref )

(4)

Furthermore, similarly to what was done in equations (2) and (3), if A is an atom-

based property the appropriate sum over all atoms and normalization constant have to be

introduced. It is worth mentioning that a special case of equation (4) is considered when

the property to be fitted is the energy, i.e., when A = E. In this case, since different levels

of theory have different energy references (e.g., the QM and MM energies usually differ by

several orders of magnitude) the expression used for XE reads:

XE(p) =
Ns∑
i

ωi

(
EMM
i (p)− Eref

i − 〈∆E〉
)2

Var(Eref )
(5)

where Eref
i and EMM

i are the QM (reference) and MM potential energies, and 〈∆E〉 =

1
Ns

∑
i

(
Eref
i − EMM

i

)
is a term that brings the two distributions together by subtracting

the average difference between the reference and MM energies from the energy residuals.

Data set generation: dihedral scans and configurational ensembles

Regarding the schemes through which reference data sets of configurations and respective

properties of interest may be generated for parametrization purposes, two methods are rou-
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tinely employed to explore the PES of small organic molecules: dihedrals scans or configu-

rational ensembles obtained through standard MM simulation methods.

The most common method to explore the PES is to perform 1-dimensional relaxed scans

of each DOF of interest (e.g. dihedrals), wherein only the DOFs not explicitly being con-

strained are allowed to relax (by default all the DOFs not being scanned). There are mainly

two disadvantages associated with this methodology: first, the energy can change dramat-

ically if a substituent group falls into a different molecular configuration due to concerted

motions, which causes discontinuities in the energy profiles; second, if there are non-negligible

couplings between DOFs, i.e., if the DOFs are not orthogonal, then the full potential will

not be correctly described by a 1-dimensional surface, demanding higher-dimensional scans

that quickly become prohibitive.44,45

Alternatively to the use of dihedral scans, it is also possible to use either MD or MC

simulations to generate ensembles of configurations. Whilst the disadvantages of the relaxed

scans are not present in this case, this procedure usually requires sufficiently long simulations

that ensure exploration of the relevant parts of the PES, which may become computationally

expensive to perform if high levels of theory are employed, or specific techniques to force

sufficient coverage of sampling (e.g., replica exchange algorithms4–6).

Dihedral fitting approaches

Even though the derivation of dihedral angle parameters may be performed using conforma-

tional ensemble data sets, computationally-speaking it is often less costly and more conve-

nient to use data sets obtained from dihedral scans. We have implemented in ParaMol two

different dihedral fitting approaches using dihedral scan data sets, which will be described

next. For this purpose, we use the notation EA,B, where A and B refer to the levels of the-

ory used to calculate the single-point energies and to perform the geometry optimizations,

respectively.

A commonly employed approach,19,21,46 hereinafter referred to as QM-relaxed, is to derive
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the dihedral angle parameters by determining the difference between the MM single-point

energy (EMM,ref ) and QM single-point energy (Eref,ref ), obtained in vacuum and using the

same QM geometry for both the MM and QM calculations. In this case, the objective

function reads:

Xdih(p) =
Ns∑
i

ωi

(
EMM,ref
i (p)− Eref,ref

i − 〈∆E〉
)2

Var(Eref,ref )
(6)

Nevertheless, as pointed out by other authors,20,47,48 an approach that is often under-

appreciated and that yields more adequate parameters, hereinafter referred to as MM-

relaxed, may be obtained when a further MM optimization (with the proper constraints)

is also carried out for every dihedral scan conformation. Therefore, since in this case the

MM single point-energy (EMM,MM) is calculated based on the MM-relaxed geometry rather

than the QM-relaxed geometry, the objective function reads:

Xdih,relaxed(p) =
Ns∑
i

ωi

(
EMM,MM
i (p)− Eref,ref

i − 〈∆E〉
)2

Var(Eref,ref )
(7)

The rationale underlying the MM-relaxed approach is that the MM energy is highly

influenced by the intra-molecular energy terms associated with parameters that are not being

optimized, which may come either from the non-bonded terms (van der Waals, Couloumb

and 1-4 interaction terms) or the bonded terms (bond, angle and dihedral terms) of the FF.

Therefore, QM optimizations may lead to geometries that are deformed from the point of

view of the MM level of theory, which stems from the fact that the MM FF parameters may

have been obtained by fitting to experimental data or QM levels of theory that are different

from the one we are attempting to reproduce. As a consequence, the MM and QM dihedral

profiles may present significant differences regarding the relative energies of the regions of the

PES that are of primary interest for proper modeling, such as minima and transition states.

Hence, by using QM geometries that acquire MM energies (QM-relaxed approach) instead

of MM geometries that acquire MM energies (MM-relaxed approach), we may substantially
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bias the parametrization procedure by attempting to correct for differences in the dihedral

profiles that are unrelated to the FF terms associated with the dihedral(s) being scanned.

Interestingly, the MM-relaxed approach can also be used to take into account more complex

relaxation situations such as, e.g., the environment-related effects that occur in solution or

protein environment.48

Overall, it is advisable to employ the MM-relaxed approach as long as the resultant MM-

optimized geometries do not significantly differ from the QM-optimized ones. As a rule of

thumb, we may consider that if the global conformational preferences of the molecule have

not changed after the MM optimization, then the MM-relaxed approach is preferred. Finally,

it is also worth mentioning that the QM-relaxed approach is a good approximation whenever

the DOFs not being scanned match in the QM and MM optimized geometries, or whenever

the remaining FF terms do not contribute significantly to the dihedral profile. This concern

is particularly important for hard DOFs, such as bonds and angles, which due to their large

force constants, small differences in value lead to large changes in energy. Therefore, it is

recommended to relax those before deriving dihedral parameters, as otherwise we may incur

in biased optimizations.

Weighting methods

We have implemented a variety of weighting methods in ParaMol that give more importance

to some conformations than others. These weighting methods must be applied with care so

as to balance the effect of the increased weighting of some conformations on the energies

of other conformations. Currently, the weighting methods available in ParaMol are the

following:

• Uniform weighting: this is the simplest weighting method that is possible to apply.

It attributes equal weight to all conformations, such that for any two conformations i

and k we have:
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ωi = ωk =
1

Ns

(8)

This weighting method may be problematic if very high-energy conformations are

present because, in order to minimize the errors in their description, the fitting pro-

cedure may adversely affect the description of highly-populated low energy conforma-

tions. This usually happens due to constraints of the functional form. A practical

solution for this problem is to use ParaMol to prune out from the optimization con-

formations for which the reference energy is larger than a given value relative to the

minimum energy conformation (e.g., 10.0 kcal/mol).

• Boltzmann weighting: Boltzmann weighting based on the reference (QM) energies

gives more importance to low-energy conformations than to high-energy ones. This

non-uniform weighting is achieved by weighting each conformation by the factor:

ωi =
exp

[
−β(EQM

i − < EQM >)
]

∑N
j exp

[
−β(EQM

j − < EQM >)
] (9)

The disadvantage of Boltzmann weighting is that it usually leads to inaccurate energies

for conformations located at or near high-energy barriers. This often compromises the

dynamics of the model, preventing its use in standard simulation methods.45

• Non-Boltzmann weighting: The non-Boltzmann weighting method implemented in

ParaMol is the one proposed by Wang et al ,49 for which the expression used for the

i-th conformation’s weight is given by:

ωi =
exp

[
−β(EMM

i − EQM
i − < ∆E >)

]
∑N

j exp
[
−β(EMM

j − EQM
j − < ∆E >)

] (10)

where ∆E = EMM − EQM . This weighting method gives larger weights to conforma-
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tions in which the MM energy is underestimated (EMM − EQM < 0) than to confor-

mations in which the MM energy is overestimated (EMM − EQM > 0), with respect

to the reference (QM) energy. Hence, as pointed out by its original authors,50 con-

figurations with negative EMM −EQM have a spuriously large thermodynamic weight

in the MM representation and are more likely to appear during MM sampling, which

could lead to incorrect equilibrium averages due to incorrect equilibrium structures.

On the other hand, configurations with positive EMM −EQM have a spuriously small

weight in the MM representation, which could result in overestimation of transition

state energies and underestimation of fluctuations. Therefore, by heavily penalizing

configurations with MM energies that are lower than QM energies, this weighting pro-

cedure avoids the creation of spurious MM minima and forces the fitting errors into

the high-energy regions, which are, in a sense, higher-order error than the incorrect

equilibrium averages.

• Manual weighting: This weighting method allows the user to choose the weights of

each conformation, which will be constant throughout the whole optimization. This

may be of special importance if the user knows which conformations should be given

more/less importance. Other publications have suggested that weights of less than

or equal to five are typically appropriate for the under-represented conformations,

assuming weights of unity for the rest of the target data.47

Charge fitting to electrostatic potential: the RESP model

ParaMol can derive atom-centered point charges by fitting to a reference electrostatic po-

tential (ESP).41 Specifically, ParaMol contains an implementation of RESP model.42,43 The

objective function used in the multiconformational RESP fit reads:
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XRESP (q) =
Ns∑
i

ωi

Ngrid∑
k

Ncharges∑
j

qj
rjk
− V QM

k

2

+ λ1

Ncharges∑
j

qj − qtot


+

Nconstraints∑
m=2

λmfm(q) + Θ(q)

(11)

where ωi is the weight of the i-th conformation, q = (q1, ..., qj) is the vector of charges

allowed to vary during the fitting, V QM
k is the value of the calculated ESP at the grid point

k and rjk is the distance between the atomic centre j and the grid point k. Furthermore, λ1

corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier used to constraint the sum of the charges to the total

molecular charge and λm (with m > 1) to the Langrange multipliers used do impose other

types of constraints such as, for instance, symmetry constraints.43 Finally, as in equation

(1), Θ(q) defines the penalty function optionally applied so that the fit becomes restrained.

ParaMol is able to perform the charge fitting by using SciPy’s51 implementation of the

COBYLA,52 SLSQP53 or Trust Region54 algorithms. Moreover, we have also implemented

an analytical solution of the the system of equations that arises from taking the derivatives

of equation (11) with respect to the charges and Lagrange multipliers. More information

about the implementation of the analytical solution can be found in refs. 42 and 41.

Preconditioning of the optimizable parameters and regularization

In order to avoid over-fitting, which may occur whenever the amount of reference data used in

the optimization is not extensive enough, regularization has to be applied so that, during the

optimization, the parameters remain within a range of values that makes physical sense. This

is done through the inclusion of the penalty functions Θ in eqs. (1) and (11). In Bayesian

statistics, penalty functions correspond to the negative logarithm of a prior distribution, and

the regularized objective function corresponds to the posterior distribution.24 Hence, it is

possible to design penalty functions by making assumptions regarding the prior distribution
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of the parameters. ParaMol has implemented different regularization methods. For instance,

if the user wants to apply L1 regularization, i.e., if the prior distribution of a parameter p is

assumed to be given by P (p) = exp(− |p−p
0|

γ
), where γ controls the width of the distribution

and p0 is the parameter initial guess, then the penalty function reads:

ΘL1(p) = α

Np∑
m

|pm − p0m|
γm

(12)

where α is an adjustable parameter that controls the strength of the regularization.

Similarly, if the user wants to apply L2 regularization, i.e., if the prior distribution of the

parameters is assumed to be a Gaussian, a harmonic penalty function is then employed,

which reads:

ΘL2(p) = α

Np∑
m

(pm − p0m)2

γ2m
(13)

The widths of the prior distributions may be automatically generated or manually chosen

by the user using physical knowledge. Regarding the automatic generation of these hyper-

parameters, ParaMol uses a procedure wherein either the arithmetic or geometric mean is

calculated for classes of FF parameters (e.g., bond force constants, dihedral phases, etc.).

All parameters within the same class will then use this mean value as the width of their

prior distributions. This is similar to the approach followed by ForceBalance.25 Moreover,

the procedure used to automatically generate the prior widths may be also used to construct

the Jacobi preconditioner, which scales the parameters so that that they are all treated on

the same footing by the optimization algorithm. Specifically, the Jacobi (diagonal) precon-

ditioner used in ParaMol is given by P = γmδmm.

Finally, if charges are being fitted, it is also possible to apply a hyperbolic regularization

term that prevents the charges from deviating too much from a target charge of zero.42 This

hyperbolic penalty function is given by:
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ΘHB(q) = α

Ncharges∑
m

(
(q2m + β2)1/2 − β

)
(14)

where α and β are adjustable hyper-parameters that define the asymptotic limits of the

strength of the restraint and the tightness of the hyperbola around its minimum, respectively.

Optimization algorithms

We have implemented in ParaMol global and local optimization algorithms that perform non-

linear minimization of the objective function, viz., non-reversible Monte Carlo,55 gradient de-

scent,56 stochastic gradient descent57 and simulated annealing.58 Furthermore, ParaMol also

interfaces with the Python SciPy package, from which several minimization algorithms can

be used (e.g., Nelder-Mead, Powell, BFGS, L-BFGS-B, SLSQP, COBYLA, Trust Region).

Since ParaMol has no implementation of analytical derivatives of the objective function with

respect to the set of parameters being optimized, whenever necessary the Jacobian matrix is

calculated using numerical derivatives, and the Hessian matrix is approximated using BFGS

or SR1 updates.51,59

In addition to the non-linear, iterative optimizers previously described, ParaMol also

offers analytical linear least square (LLS) solutions to the parametrization of the bonded

part (bond, angle and dihedral terms) of class I FFs.45,46 This fitting approach can be

employed alongside any of the available regularization schemes, though currently only to

find the minimum of the squared deviations of the energies, as shown in equation (5). It also

does not support the use of the non-Boltzmann weighting of equation (10), as the dependence

of this weighting method on the MM energies makes it suited to be solved only through non-

linear optimization. The main disadvantage of the LLS fitting approach is that it provides

a single, deterministic answer, whereas a scatter of possible solutions with nearly the same

quality concerning the objective function usually exist. On the other hand, iterative methods

such as the stochastic Monte Carlo or gradient-based optimizations can find other nearby
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solutions, which may have value if they produce different simulation outcomes that may

be preferred in specific cases (e.g., produce the right helical propensity or orientation of a

drug molecule in the protein binding site). Nevertheless, it should be stressed that these

solutions should only be fielded once the absolute optimum obtained by the LLS fitting has

been attempted.

ParaMol package structure

ParaMol is mainly designed to be used as a Python package that can be easily extended by

the user to include extra functionalities or to develop parametrization protocols that are not

included by default. The Python (sub)subpackages and modules that comprise ParaMol’s

top-level package, as well as the main interactions between them are depicted in figure 1.

ParaMol uses OpenMM60 as its MM engine and has implemented wrappers of AMBER,

DFTB+61,62 and ASE.63 The latter allows single-point or geometry optimization calcula-

tions to be performed using any of the calculators or optimizers available in it. Moreover,

ParaMol has also implemented symmetrizers that allow subjecting re-parametrizations to the

symmetries defined in the topology files used by MM packages such as AMBER, CHARMM

or GROMACS. Interfaces to read and write input files for these packages are also available.

In order to set up a custom parametrization protocol using ParaMol, firstly we create

the ParaMol’s representation of our systems of interest resorting to the ParaMolSystem ob-

ject defined in the system module of the System subpackage. An instance of this object

stores the reference data, contains the MM (modules in MM engines subpackage) and QM

engines (wrappers defined in the modules of the QM engines subpackage) used by the sys-

tem, and stores ParaMol’s representation of the system’s force field (modules in ForceField

subpackage). Furthermore, we have to create an instance of the ObjectiveFunction object,

which is defined in the objective function module of the ObjectiveFunction subpackage. The

ObjectiveFunction object requires some properties (objects defined in the modules of the Ob-

jectiveFunction.Properties subsubpackage) to be fitted to the reference data, and an instance
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of the ParameterSpace object defined in the parameter space module of the ParameterSpace

subpackage, which stores the vector space of optimizable parameters. We also need to use

one of the optimizers available in the modules of the Optimizers subpackage to perform the

minimization of the objective function.

Alternatively, it is also possible to use one of the tasks already implemented in the

modules of the Tasks subpackage to perform specific parametrization protocols (described

in detail in the next subsection). Tasks greatly simplify the use of ParaMol because they

usually only require a priori instancing of ParaMolSystem objects and of the desired task.

More information about the ParaMol Python package and examples of how to use it can be

found at ParaMol’s website - https://paramol.readthedocs.io.

parametrization

adaptive_parametrization

resp_fitting

lls_fitting

torsions_scans

task

ab_initio_properties

Tasks Objective_
function

Force_field

Parameter_
space

QM_enginesOptimizer

Objective_
function.
Properties

MM_enginesSystem

torsions_parametrization

objective_function_plot

force_property

property

energy_property

esp_property

regularization

resp

openmm

ase_wrapper

qm_engine

dftb_wrapper

amber_wrapper

scipy_optimizers

optimizer

monte_carlo

gradient_descent

simulated_annealing

resp

Figure 1: Overview of the structure of the ParaMol Python top-level package. Paramol’s
(sub)subpackages are represented as cyan circles and the respective modules as blue rectan-
gles. The most relevant interactions between (sub)subpackages are represented with arrows.
The direction of the arrows indicates that modules from the destination (sub)subpackage re-
quire modules from the source (sub)subpackages (e.g. the modules of the System subpackage
require the modules of the Force field, MM packages and QM packages subpackages). Some
(sub)subpackages and modules are not shown for the sake of conciseness.
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ParaMol tasks

ParaMol includes built-in tasks that perform specific parametrization protocols and also

routines that aid the parametrization protocols themselves as, e.g., utilities that assess con-

vergence of the optimization procedure and utilities to calculate ab initio reference data.

Currently, the parametrization tasks available in ParaMol are the following:

• Parametrization (ParaMol.Tasks.parametrization): This tasks performs ParaMol’s

standard parametrization protocol. Specifically, the Parametrization task creates the

parameter space, the objective function, and the optimizer that will be used in the

derivation of the FF parameters. It also preconditions the optimizable parameters and

it defines the constraints to which the optimization will be subjected, e.g., total charge

or symmetry constraints. Regarding symmetry-constraints, these have to be defined

manually by the user so that physical-based symmetries are retained. Alternatively, it

is also possible to apply ParaMol’s AMBER, CHARMM or GROMACS symmetrizer

that subject the optimization to the symmetries defined in the respective topology files.

Finally, during the optimization procedure itself, the objective function typically has

to be evaluated hundreds to thousands of times. This evaluation can be done either

in serial or in parallel. For the latter case, it is possible to use OpenMM support of

different platforms and distribute the computation of the MM properties amongst the

available CPUs or GPUs by using Python’s multiprocessing package.

• LLS fitting (ParaMol.Tasks.lls fitting): This task is very similar to the Parametriza-

tion task, except that it does not support the non-Boltzmann weighting scheme and

can only parametrize the bond, angle and dihedral terms of class I FFs by minimizing

the squared deviations of the energies. The LLS solution is calculated by resorting to

Numpy’s64 numpy.linalg.lstsq function.

• Adaptive parametrization (ParaMol.Tasks.adaptive parametrization): This task

performs adaptive parametrization, which consists in a self-consistent loop wherein
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in each iteration configurational sampling and parameter optimization are carried out.

The workflow of this task is described as follows: given an initial guess of FF param-

eters, a set of configurations is generated using any integrator available in OpenMM,

and the reference ab initio data for this set is calculated; then, a new set of optimal

parameters is determined by resorting to the Parametrization task; finally, convergence

of the self-consistent procedure is assessed, which is assumed to occur if the RMSD of

the current parameters with respect to the previous iteration parameters is less than a

user-defined threshold; if convergence was not achieved, another iteration of the loop

is performed. It is also worth mentioning that the correction to the weights of the

conformations described in Ref. 25 may be optionally applied in every iteration. This

correction removes the bias introduced by the fact that conformations at different iter-

ations are generated using different classical potentials, since in each iteration different

FF parameters are used.

• Dihedral Scans (ParaMol.Tasks.torsions scans): This task performs 1D or 2D re-

laxed dihedral scans. Specifically, for the 1D case (a 2D scan would follow the same

approach), the task requires specification of the quartet of atoms a-b-c-d for which the

potential energy scan will be performed by rotation about the b-c bond. By default,

at a given step of the scan, only the dihedral angle being scanned is fixed, allowing

the remaining DOFs to relax during the geometry optimization. However, it is also

possible to further constrain other DOFs during a scan as, e.g., bonds, angles, or other

dihedrals, a feature that resorts to the capabilities of the ASE package.63 Nevertheless,

it is worth mentioning that these extra constraints come with the caveat that the PES

being explored is now an adiabatic constrained PES.

• Automatic Soft Dihedral Parametrization (ParaMol.Tasks.torsions parametrization):

This task allows the automatic parametrization of soft (rotatable) dihedrals in a special

fashion, inspired by the protocol used by GAAMP.21 This approach is of particular
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importance because soft dihedrals, which have small energy barriers, are the ones that

control the conformational preferences of a molecule. Therefore, their accurate descrip-

tion is of paramount importance as they crucially shape the topology of the PES. The

first step of the task is the identification of the soft bonds - here defined as bonds that

contain soft dihedrals -, which is done resorting to the RDKit package.65 ParaMol then

iterates over all soft bonds to perform relaxed scans of their soft dihedrals. At this

point, it is worth mentioning some specifics of this algorithm, viz.: if a soft bond has

more than two soft dihedrals of the same type, i.e., soft dihedrals that share exactly

the same atom types, a relaxed dihedral scan is only performed at the first encounter

with this soft dihedral type; furthermore, if two or more soft bonds have exactly the

same soft dihedrals types, they are considered to belong to the same soft bond type

and, thus, scans are only performed at the first encounter with a soft bond of this

type. Another aspect of this algorithm is that, every time a new soft dihedral type

is scanned, an optimization of the parameters of that soft dihedral type is performed.

This step has proved to be important to generate smoother energy profiles because,

by default, ParaMol performs MM geometry optimizations before the QM geometry

optimization, a preconditioning that substantially decreases the computational cost of

the high-level calculation. Hence, by having a gradually better MM representation, we

”bias” the MM optimization algorithm to determine more QM-like energy minima that

will, eventually, re-direct the QM optimizations towards relevant conformers. Finally,

once ParaMol has iterated over all soft bonds containing soft dihedrals, a concomitant

parametrization of all soft dihedral parameters is performed using the calculated re-

laxed dihedral scans as a data set. Worthy of note is that, in the final optimization, the

optimized parameters generated in the intermediate re-parametrizations are forgotten,

as ParaMol performs the final re-parametrization starting from the originally provided

MM parameters. Further information about this task can be found in Supporting

Information (SI).
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• RESP charge fitting (ParaMol.Tasks.resp fitting): This task performs the derivation

of charges by fitting to a reference ESP that can be obtained from quantum chemistry

packages, as it was previously described in the subsection where the RESP model

implementation was presented. ParaMol currently can extract the ESP directly from

a Gaussian output. The output of other software has to be converted by the user to

the format read by ParaMol.

• Calculation of ab initio reference data (ParaMol.Tasks.ab initio properties): This

task calculates ab initio reference data by using either any QM calculator available in

the ASE package, or one of the wrappers of quantum chemistry packages implemented

in ParaMol. These calculations can be either performed in serial or in parallel by dis-

tributing the workload amongst the available CPUs by using Python’s multiprocessing

package.
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Application examples

In what follows, we present examples of re-parametrization of drug molecules. For this

purpose, we used the general Amber force field form (GAFF), for which the functional form

reads:

V =
∑
bonds

Kb(r − req)2 +
∑
angles

Kθ(θ − θeq)2 +
∑

dihedrals

Vn
2

[1 + cos (nφ− γ)]

+
∑
i<j

[
Aij
R12
ij

− Bij

R6
ij

+
qiqj
εRij

] (15)

where req and θeq are equilibrium structural parameters; Kb, Kθ and Vn are the bond,

angle and dihedral force constants, respectively; n is the dihedral multiplicity and γ is the

phase angle. The re-parametrizations were performed using SciPy’s SLSQP optimizer and

they were deemed to be converged whenever the objective function between two successive

iterations did not change by more than 10−6, i.e., Xn+1−Xn < 10−6 (10−8 for the norfloxacin

analog example). Furthermore, GAFF parameters were used as the initial guess for the

optimizations, except when stated otherwise. L2 (harmonic) regularization was applied, and

the prior widths used throughout this study were inspired by the values reported in Ref.

50 (see Supporting Information). The objective function included as targets either forces -

equation (3) - , energies - equation (5) - , or both at the same time. The parametrization of the

drug molecules used in this paper was performed using Antechamber packages, which are part

of AmberTools. AM1-BCC charges were calculated after the geometry was optimized at the

target level of theory, which for the present work was either the DFTB+61,62 implementation

of SCC-DFTB including the D3 dispersion correction66 with Becke-Johnson damping,67 the

nonlocal van der Waals DFT functional VV10,68,69 as implemented in the linear-scaling DFT

package ONETEP,70–72 or the Psi473 implementation of the long-range corrected hybrid

DFT functional wB97X-D74 with the 6-31G* basis set. The choice of these QM levels of

theory relies on the evidence that they perform quite well in determining conformations and
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respective energies.75–79 The topology and coordinates files used as inputs to ParaMol were

created using LEaP. All atom type symmetries were preserved during the re-parametrization,

unless otherwise stated.

Dihedral scans and fitting: norfloxacin analog

Figure 2: Molecular structure of norfloxacin. Owing to unavailability of fluorine parameters
in the mio-1-1 set,80 the molecule used in this example is a norfloxacfin analog, wherein we
substituted the fluorine attached to the C1 carbon by a hydrogen atom. The differences in
the torsional preferences introduced by this change are negligible, as it is shown in SI using
data from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).81 Additionally, as a typical example
of a fragment-based approach, we cut the molecule at the positions indicated by the wavy
lines. All dangling bonds were capped with hydrogen atoms.

The first example of this paper concerns the dihedral scan functionality implemented in

ParaMol. In order to illustrate the procedure and the issues that may arise when re-

parametrizing dihedrals of a drug molecule, we optimized the parameters (force constants and

phase constants) of the dihedrals associated with the main rotatable bond of a norfloxacin

analog (C2-N4) (see figure 2). As it is an achiral molecule, to increase the transferability of

the parameters we have constrained the phase constants to be fixed to the symmetric position

of 180◦ (0◦ would be equivalently valid).11,46 Topologically-speaking, two dihedrals contain

C2 and N4 as their inner atoms: C5-N4-C2-C1 and C5-N4-C2-C3. Both have the same atom

types and, therefore, share the same set of parameters. GAFF models this dihedral type
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(c3-nh-ca-ca) by including only one term with periodicity n = 2. Nevertheless, to increase

the flexibility of the FF, we included all terms in the Fourier expansion with peridocities

from n = 1 to n = 6. The aim of the numerical experiments performed here was to assess

the performance of the different weighting methods implemented in ParaMol, viz., uniform,

Boltzmann and non-Boltzmann weighting, when attempting to reproduce a target dihedral

energy profile. Furthermore, we also illustrate the differences between the MM-relaxed and

QM-relaxed approach. The results obtained for the wB97X-D/6-31G* MM-relaxed dihedral

fittings are presented in figure 4, and the final optimized parameters are show in table 1

(the results of the SCC-DFTB-D3 re-parametrizations are shown in SI). The final parame-

ters obtained using the QM-relaxed approach of equation (6) are shown in table 1, and the

wB97X-D/6-31G* dihedral energy profiles are shown in figure 5. All fittings were performed

using the objective function of equation (7) with an additional L2 regularization term with a

scaling constant of α = 0.1. The weighting temperature employed was 500 K, and both the

SLSQP SciPy optimizer and the LLS fitting approach were employed to derive the optimized

dihedral parameters.

Before analysing the results obtained, it is worth discussing some considerations about the

the QM dihedral energy profiles. Owing to substantial discontinuities that were obtained in

the one-dimensional dihedral scans, we opted to perform fittings to a two-dimensional PES.

The observed discontinuities were related to conformational changes that the piperazinyl ring

underwent as the N4-C2 bond was rotated, caused by a flipping of the pyramidal geometry

of the N4 center, which led to sudden energy variations. This phenomenon is clearly seen by

following the profile defined by the red stars in figure 3, which indicate the minimum energy

structure for a given φ angle. Hence, to avoid the jumps in energy that would be seen in the

one-dimensional dihedral scan, we have opted to calculate a two-dimensional PES wherein

we varied the C5-N4-C2-C1 (φ) dihedral angle from to -180◦ to 170◦ in steps of 10◦, whilst

concomitantly varying C2-C6-N4-C5 (ψ) improper dihedral angle from 120◦ to 180◦, and

-178◦ to -120◦ in steps of 2◦, performing a total of 2196 geometry optimizations that resulted
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in the 2D PES represented in figure 3.
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Figure 3: wB97X-D/6-31G* 2D PES of the C5-N4-C2-C1 (φ) vs. C2-C6-N4-C5 (ψ) dihedrals
scan for the norfloxacin analog fragment. The red stars correspond to the minimum energy
structure for a given φ dihedral angle value.

Besides the spontaneous conformational changes that may occur when rotating a chosen

dihedral, another issue that commonly produces discontinuities in relaxed dihedral scans is

hysteresis in the energy associated with the dihedral being relaxed.45 This is prone to occur

when optimizing one data point after another, since non-orthogonal DOFs may be put under

strain, therefore accumulating potential energy that is released once the molecule crosses a

given threshold, causing the strained DOFs to relax. A commonly employed solution to

identify and correct this issue is to perform scans in both directions and to pick the one

that yields the more physically-sensible profile. This practice is of particular importance
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because sudden physically-based changes in energy as the ones seen in figure 3 may be easily

mistaken by path-related hysteresis, and if the latter are artificial, the former are desirable to

be captured (ideally exhaustively scanned by performing higher-dimensional scans) if the aim

is to extensively describe the conformational preferences of a molecule. Additionally, in many

applications it is usually possible to impose a certain degree of symmetry in one-dimensional

dihedral profiles by constraining specific DOFs (in this example, by freezing the C2-C6-

N4-C5 improper dihedral), so that conformational changes and energy jumps are avoided.

Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that by doing so we are exploring an adiabatic

constrained PES that misrepresents the (at least the local) minimum energy for a given

dihedral angle value. Consequently, due to this reason, for this application example we have

decided to proceed with two-dimensional relaxed scans, as they are a better representation

of the PES of the molecule.
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Figure 4: Relative errors of the MM FFs (GAFF, uniform, Boltzmann and non-Boltzmann
weightings) with respect to the target (wB97X-D/6-31G*) 2D PES of the C5-N4-C2-C1 (φ)
vs. C2-C6-N4-C5 (ψ) dihedrals scan. The MM-relaxed approach was employed to optimize
the FFs, which means that the MM PES was calculated based on the MM-relaxed rather
than the QM-relaxed geometry used in the fittings.

Through the analysis of the fitting curves of figure 4 and of the SCC-DFTB-D3 MM-

relaxed fittings shown in SI, we conclude that a significant improvement is observed for the

three sets of parameters with respect to GAFF. Specifically, uniform and non-Boltzmann

weighting performed the best in both wB97X-D/6-31G* and SCC-DFTB-D3 levels of theory,

leading to fittings with root mean square errors (RMSE) values of 11.99/11.47 kJ/mol and

12.04/11.49 kJ/mol, respectively, for wB97X-D/SCC-DFTB-D3, while Boltzmann weight-

ing performed slightly worse in terms of RMSE (13.02/12.52 kJ/mol). Furthermore, non-

Boltzmann weighting - which emphasizes the correction of regions of the scan where the

MM energy is lower than the QM energy - led to an overall robust description of the QM

minima and, more importantly, it showed a tendency to skew the distribution of the errors
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towards positive values, being overall the weighting scheme with less negative relative errors

(see figure 4). On the other hand, since Boltzmann weighting emphasizes having a good

description of the QM minima, it was the scheme that performed the worst for conforma-

tions located near high-energy barriers (see, e.g., regions located at φ = [−120◦,−90◦] and

φ = [90◦, 120◦]): it underestimated the energies of these transition state conformations by

as much as ca. 20 kJ/mol for both wB97X-D/6-31G* and SCC-DFTB-D3. Hence, overall,

even though uniform weighting led to the best RMSE values, the residuals of this scheme

tend to be symmetrically-distributed around zero (see figure 4 and SCC-DFTB-D3 fittings

in SI), which makes it prone to the creation of artifacts in the PES, such as spurious min-

ima; conversely, as non-Boltzmann weighting emphasizes correcting regions of the PES for

which the MM energy is lower than the QM energy, the creation of spurious MM minima is

substantially mitigated, a feature that leads us to advocate for its use.

Table 1: wB97X-D/6-31G* dihedral force constants (kJ/mol) derived using the MM-
relaxed/QM-relaxed approach.

GAFF Uniform Boltzmann non-Boltzmann
SciPy SLSQP solution

V1 0.00 -2.19 / -3.88 0.16 / -1.73 -1.67 / -4.21
V2 17.57 7.98 / 8.26 6.86 / 7.22 7.87 / 8.62
V3 0.00 -7.64 / -4.18 -3.52 / -2.12 -6.97 / 0.60
V4 0.00 0.15 / 0.92 1.67 / 2.03 -0.29 / 0.61
V5 0.00 0.50 / 0.66 -1.94 / 1.34 0.56 / 1.37
V6 0.00 0.27 / 0.13 1.60 / 1.64 0.10 / 0.32

LLS solution
V1 0.00 -2.18 / -3.88 0.21 / -1.74 -
V2 17.57 7.98 / 8.26 6.86 / 7.22 -
V3 0.00 -7.64 / -4.18 -3.50 / -2.07 -
V4 0.00 0.15 / 0.92 1.67 / 2.03 -
V5 0.00 0.50 / 0.66 -1.94 / 1.34 -
V6 0.00 0.27 / 0.13 1.60 / 1.64 -

Through the analysis of the values of the final optimized parameters that are shown

in table 1, we conclude that the SLSQP SciPy optimizer and the LLS fitting gave identical

results in terms of accuracy. Moreover, the parameters did not stray far away from physically-
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sensible values, which robustly indicates that the regularization applied was strong enough to

avoid non-physical force constants. Therefore, even though not applying regularization may

allow the optimization procedure to reproduce small details in the dihedral profile correctly,

we advocate for the use of regularization as it normally allows parameters to be obtained

that that are more suited to be used in standard MM simulation methods. It is also worth

noting that by imposing L2 regularization, the optimized parameters depend on their initial

guesses and, therefore, the results here presented might be potentially improved by starting

the optimizations from better initial guesses. Nevertheless, since in many cases it is not

straightforward to postulate good initial parameters, we decided to test the limiting case

in which Vi = 0.0 kJ/mol, ∀i, for which we have shown than even a blind guess led to

improved FFs. Our experience suggests V = 0.0 kJ/mol is usually a good initial guess and,

consequently, it is the one we recommend using by default in the absence of better ones.
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Figure 5: Relative errors of the MM FFs (GAFF, uniform, Boltzmann and non-Boltzmann
weightings) with respect to the target (wB97X-D/6-31G*) 2D PES of the C5-N4-C2-C1 (φ)
vs. C2-C6-N4-C5 (ψ) dihedrals scan. The QM-relaxed approach was employed to optimize
the FFs, which means that the optimized QM geometry was to used to calculate both the
MM and QM PES used in the fittings.

Finally, with regards to the QM-relaxed approach, it is worth discussing the bias that, in

most cases, this methodology introduces in the final derived parameters. A naive analysis of

the obtained QM-relaxed energy profiles might lead us to consider them as putatively correct:

the fittings shown in figure 5 exhibit a similar agreement with the target wB97X-D/6-31G*

PES as the ones obtained for the MM-relaxed approach, and the derived FF parameters

are within physically-sensible ranges (table 1). Despite this, the artifacts introduced by

this approach manifest themselves when MM-relaxed energy profiles are calculated from the

QM-relaxed-derived FFs. Hence, we proceeded to perform this extra MM-relaxation of the

QM-relaxed-derived FFs, for which the results obtained are shown in figure 6. Through the

analysis of these plots, it can be seen that the QM-relaxed approach led to the creation of
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non-negligible artifacts in the PES as, e.g., the spurious minima observed at ca. 0◦ and

±180◦. Hence, since the QM-relaxed approach is critically dependent on the other intra-

molecular FF parameters,48 it substantially biased the derived FF parameters and, therefore,

we advocate against its use. The artifacts arising from using the QM-relaxed approach are

normally more serious the lower the dimensionality of the PES we are fitting to, since the

chances of not covering substantial mismatches between the MM and QM levels of theory

increase.
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Figure 6: Relative errors of the MM FFs (GAFF, uniform, Boltzmann and non-Boltzmann
weightings) with respect to the target (wB97X-D/6-31G*) 2D PES of the C5-N4-C2-C1 (φ)
vs. C2-C6-N4-C5 (ψ) dihedrals scan. The MM PES used to calculate the relative errors
were obtained by MM optimization of the QM-relaxed PES of figure 5.
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Parametrization of aspirin

As a second example of the parametrization methodologies implemented in ParaMol, we ex-

plore and discuss the results obtained in the parametrization of aspirin when it was performed

using data sets either obtained through relaxed dihedral scans or by generating an ensemble

of configurations through a MD simulation. The main aim of these parametrization exper-

iments was to reproduce the conformational preferences of aspirin , i.e., its configurational

distribution, at the SCC-DFTB-D3 level of theory.
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Figure 7: Molecular structures of aspirin. SCC-DFTB-D3 MD simulations sample mostly
configurations that occur through rotation of the C6-O7 bond in conformations I-syn and
II-syn. Moreover, even though conformation II-anti is not sampled in the SCC-DFTB-
D3 MD simulation, it is shown here because it is sampled in some re-parametrized FFs.
Representative crystal structures of these conformations obtained from the CSD are shown
in SI. It is important to mention that, in solution, the carboxylic acid of aspirin assumes,
predominantly, its deprotonated state (pKa=3.49-3.6 at 25 ◦C82). Therefore, the results
and discussions in this section concerning the II-syn and II-anti conformations are simply
illustrations of the features of the parametrization protocols employed, as these are mainly
relevant in gas phase.

All dihedral relaxed scans were performed using the tasks available in ParaMol. The

1-dimensional energy profiles of aspirin were created from 36-point relaxed scans wherein

each point was spaced by 10◦. These were obtained for all soft dihedrals excluding the

ones associated with the trivial rotation of the methyl group, as the QM energy profile of

such dihedrals generally can be reproduced reasonably by the GAFF,21 and the dihedrals
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involved in the rotation of the O7-C8 bond, as it is fairly rigid (see figure 7). All scans’ energy

minimizations were performed while fixing only the dihedral being scanned and they were

deemed to be converged when the force on all individual atoms was less 1×10−2 eV Å-1. On

the other hand, to generate an ensemble of aspirin configurations at the SCC-DFTB-D3 level

of theory, we performed a gas-phase MD simulation using the DFTB+ package during 10 ns,

wherein snapshots were collected every 1 ps, resulting in a total of 10000 configurations. In

this simulation, the Nosé-Hoover thermostat was applied to maintain the temperature at 350

K with a coupling strength of 3400 cm-1, a value close to the calculated highest vibrational

frequency of the molecule (3670.75 cm-1).

As seen in figure 8, the most striking difference between the populations of the soft

dihedral predicted by GAFF and SCC-DFTB-D3 is observed for the populations of the

dihedrals involved in the rotation of the C6-O7 soft bond (C4-C6-O7-C8 and C5-C6-O7-C8),

which have the same atom types and, therefore, they share the same set of parameters.

They are originally modelled by the GAFF through only one dihedral term with periodicity

n = 2, leading to the two minima observed in its dihedral distribution, in contrast with the

four minima predicted by SCC-DFTB-D3. Hence, as the number of minima of our target

distribution does not match the number of minima predicted by the potentials of these

dihedrals, we increased the flexibility of GAFF in our re-parametrization by including all

terms in the Fourier expansion with periodicities from n = 1 up to n = 4. Furthermore, even

though dihedrals C4-C6-O7-C8 and C5-C6-O7-C8 share the same set of FF parameters, their

SCC-DFTB-D3 dihedral populations are quite different to each other, which implies that if

we were to use a single potential to model both dihedrals, we would have to rely on the non-

bonded terms to implicitly break their symmetry. However, this is a clear example of the

inability of the non-bonded terms of equation (15) to correctly model the intra-molecular

interactions that occur in aspirin, especially given the weak hydrogen bond that can be

established between O10 and H11, which is predominantly of electrostatic character since it

occurs at distances of ca. 4.0 Å (see SCC-DFTB-D3 distribution in figure 9).83 This can be
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concluded by examining the populations of the C5-C6-O7-C8 and C4-C6-O7-C8 dihedrals

at ca. ±130◦ and ±60◦, respectively, for which the GAFF populations decay smoothly,

not skewing towards the weakly hydrogen-bonded conformations that are present in the

SCC-DFTB-D3 ensemble. Moreover, the configurational distributions generated by simple

re-parametrization of the original GAFF potential energy function predicted wrong global

minima and, in general, gave poor agreement with respect to the SCC-DFTB-D3 distribution

(see SI). Hence, as a work-around for this issue, we decided to break the symmetry of these

dihedrals during the parametrizations performed in ParaMol, which artificially compensates

for the limitations of the non-bonded (especially electrostatic) terms of the FF. In practical

terms, this is equivalent to introducing a new atom type at, e.g., position C4, since this

carbon is linked to a carboxylic group and, consequently, its nature is very different from the

C5 carbon atom. This makes it possible to independently optimize the parameters for each of

these dihedrals, a step which proved to be essential for the reproduction of the SCC-DFTB-

D3 configurational distribution, as the simple augmentation of the number of dihedral terms

was insufficient to do so. Lastly, for the two dihedral types involved in the rotation around

the C8-C9 bond, GAFF assigns three terms with periodicites n = 1, 2, 3 to the O7-C8-C9-

H dihedrals (o-c-c3-hc type), and one term with periodicity n = 2 to the O10-C8-C9-H

dihedrals (os-c-c3-hc type). Despite this, we decided to only assign terms with n = 3 since

this is a multiplicity not forbidden by symmetry. This is because these dihedrals have a sp3

carbon as one of the inner atoms (C1), which has three identical hydrogen substituents and,

therefore, all terms with multiplicity that is not a multiple of 3 will cancel.45
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Figure 8: Kernel density estimations of the populations of the soft dihedrals of aspirin ob-
tained by MD simulations (SCC-DFTB-D3 and original GAFF). The soft dihedrals here
presented - C5-C6-O7-C8, C4-C6-O7-C8, C6-C4-C2-O1, C6-C4-C2-O3, C4-C2-O3-H11 and
O1-C2-O3-H11 - are the ones for which parameters were generated using the data set con-
sisting of relaxed dihedral scans.

Regarding the re-parametrizations performed using the ensemble of 10000 configurations

generated through a SCC-DFTB-D3 MD simulation, these were designed to assess the perfor-

mance of the different weighting methods, here employed at various regularization strengths.

Specifically, we re-parametrized all intra-molecular parameters of aspirin, such that the vec-
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tor of parameters that was optimized was p = {Kb, req,Kθ,θeq, Vn, γ}. In order to do this,

we employed an objective function that fits both energies and forces through the use of the

equations (5) and (3), respectively, plus the additional L2 regularization term of equation

(13). The total number of parameters concomitantly optimized was 108 and the original

GAFF parameters were used as initial guesses. After new FF parameters were derived, the

optimized FFs were used to perform 100 ns of MD simulations, which were carried out using

a Langevin integrator with a friction coefficient of 2 ps-1, a time-step of 1 fs and at a temper-

ature of 350 K. Snapshots of the simulations were collected every 10 picoseconds, amounting

for a total of 10000 snapshots.

The configurational distributions of the O10-H11 distance vs. the C5-C6-O7-C8 dihedral

angle obtained when using the non-Boltzmann weighting - equation (10) - at temperature

T = 500 K is shown in figure 9, whilst the distributions obtained for T = 300 K, 1000 K, 2000 K

are shown SI. Examining the cases for which T = 300 K and T = 500 K, it can be concluded

that for strong regularization strengths, i.e., α = 1 and α = 0.1, the optimized FFs repro-

duced quite well the general features of the target distribution, as they were able to sample

the 4 minima that occur through rotation of the C6-O7 bond of conformation I-syn (outer

edge of the distribution), as well as the states for which aspirin assumes the conformation

II-syn (inner edge of the distribution). On the other hand, when an intermediate regu-

larization scaling factor (α = 0.01) was employed, configurations in which aspirin assumes

the II-anti conformation were sampled for T = 500 K, even though these are not observed

in the SCC-DFTB-D3 distribution. This spurious sampling is further aggravated when the

weakest regularization strength (α = 0.001) was employed, for which the simulations became

kinetically trapped in these conformations, despite being started from the global minimum

geometry (conformation I-syn with a C5-C6-O7-C8 dihedral angle value of ca. 130◦). The

sampling of spurious conformations is a frequent issue when using re-parametrized FFs in

MM simulations methods and it may occur whenever these geometries are absent in the

data set that was used to perform the fitting. Hence, in this case, since the fitting procedure
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had no information about the SCC-DFTB-D3 forces and energies of the II-anti conforma-

tions and the transition states that lead to them, the barrier heights for conversion of the

carboxylic group from syn to anti conformation were underestimated. A possible solution

for this issue is to further re-optimize the FF, this time also including the sampled spurious

conformations, so that the optimization procedure also takes them into account. In this

way - and since, if anything, non-Boltzmann weighting tends to overestimate barrier heights

and/or equilibrium energies -, we would prevent the over-sampling of undesired geometries

during the dynamics. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that this problem was not present for

the strongly-regularized FFs - a clear indication of the importance of regularization that,

by not allowing the FF parameters to stray away too much from physically-sensible values,

helps in preventing the creation of spurious minima.
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Figure 9: Aspirin configurational distributions of the O10-H11 distance vs. the C5-C6-O7-C8
dihedral angle DOFss for SCC-DFTB-D3, GAFF, and the GAFF.MOD (re-parametrized)
FFs derived employing non-Boltzmann weighting at a temperature of 500 K and differ-
ent regularization strengths (α = {1.0, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001}). The data set used in the re-
parametrization was the SCC-DFTB-D3 configurational ensemble. All represented distri-
butions contain 10000 configurations generated through MD simulations.

The configurational distributions that were obtained when using Boltzmann weighting -

equation (9) - with strong regularization (α = 1.0) and at different temperatures T = 300 K

are shown in SI. Through their analysis, we can conclude that the overall agreement to the

target distribution was poor, albeit the conformation I-syn and conformation II-syn minima

were sampled (except for T = 500 K), yet with incorrect frequency. Furthermore, it can

also be observed that the distributions are highly asymmetric and show sampling of the
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spurious II-anti conformation, suggesting an overestimation of the barrier heights between

the different minima and an underestimation of the syn to anti energy barrier. It is also

worth mentioning that the configurational distributions for the FFs generated with other

regularization strengths are not shown here because they sampled unphysical configurations.

This observation strongly indicates that Boltzmann weighting requires strong regularization

to produce FFs that can be potentially used in MM modeling. The reason for this may

be attributed to the fact that, as Boltzmann weighting emphasizes the description of the

QM minima, if these regions of the PES are over-fitted at the cost of poorly describing the

remainder of the energy landscape, as soon as the molecule moves away from the minima, the

PES is completely unphysical, which, ultimately, leads to distorted geometries and wrong

dynamics.

Finally, the configurational distributions that were obtained when uniform weighting was

employed - equation (8) - with different regularization levels (α = {1.0, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001}) are

shown in SI. As for the Boltzmann scheme, the uniform weighting-derived FFs gave poor

agreement with the target distribution and all but the strongest regularization case were

kinetically trapped at the global minimum conformation from which the simulations were

started. This is a clear indication either of the over-stabilization of this minimum or of the

overestimation of the transition states to which it is connected. The former argument is

justified by the fact that unlike, for example, the non-Boltzmann scheme, uniform weighting

allows equally for positive and negative errors in the fit, which may lead to negative EMM −

EQM , i.e., spuriously large thermodynamics weights. Incidentally, the asymmetries that

might be imposed on the PES by equally allowing for positive and negative errors are an issue

that was already reported and discussed by other authors.50 On the other hand, the latter

reason may occur because the global minimum geometries are the most populated in the

SCC-DFTD-D3 distribution and, consequently, the configurations that appear with higher

frequency in the data set are used in the fittings. Therefore, the optimization procedure

implicitly captures this configurational over-representation and, thus, it primarily attempts
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to minimize the objective function at this region, a bias that, eventually, may lead to poor

description of under-represented configurations, such as transition states.

Table 2: RMSE of the energies (kJ mol-1) / Average RMSE of the atomic force (kJ mol-1

Å-1 atom-1). These RMSEs were calculated for the configurations of the SCC-DFTB-D3
configurational ensemble data set, and they represent the energies and forces errors between
the SCC-DFTB-D3 level of theory and the re-parametrized FFs models. The formulae used
to compute these RMSEs are reported in SI.

α = 1.0 α = 1.0 α = 0.01 α = 0.001
GAFF 53.24 / 140.95 53.24 / 140.95 53.24 / 140.95 53.24 / 140.95

non-Boltzmann (T=300 K) 44.03 / 94.68 41.81 / 87.29 40.61 / 83.25 39.75 / 84.81
non-Boltzmann (T=500 K) 43.85 / 93.87 41.73 / 87.15 40.38 / 82.62 39.60 / 83.12
non-Boltzmann (T=1000 K) 43.63 / 93.97 41.05 / 87.87 39.59 / 82.55 38.81 / 81.57
non-Boltzmann (T=2000 K) 43.61 / 95.13 40.39 / 88.91 38.61 / 83.38 37.75 / 81.20

Boltzmann (T=300 K) 49.78 / 124.33 47.27 / 110.25 46.88 / 109.13 48.66 / 123.05
Boltzmann (T=500 K) 44.73 / 124.62 38.97 / 110.61 37.15 / 113.44 36.81 / 123.93
Boltzmann (T=1000 K) 42.35 / 111.84 37.02 / 103.67 34.12 / 102.17 33.53 / 103.05
Boltzmann (T=2000 K) 42.29 / 107.81 37.12 / 100.01 33.95 / 95.15 32.92 / 95.45

Uniform 42.28 / 104.50 37.11 / 96.75 33.92 / 91.54 32.84 / 91.44

Overall, as general guidelines when using configurational ensembles as the fitting data,

we advocate for the use of non-Boltzmann weighting as this weighting scheme is generally

less sensitive to the regularization strength and it yields best performance when attempt-

ing to reproduce a target configurational distribution. Furthermore, strong regularization

scaling factors (α = 1.0 and α = 0.1) result in more reliable parameters than intermediate

(α = 0.01) and weak (α = 0.001) regularization scaling factors, as a better agreement to the

target distribution was observed for the former cases. Additionally, employment of strong

regularization also comes with the advantageous feature that it does not allow the param-

eters to deviate much from their original values, a highly desirable property as we aim to

keep the FF parameters within a range of physically-sensible values. Intermediate and weak

regularization strengths lead to FFs that have, in general, lower energy RMSEs and lower av-

erage atomic force RMSEs (see table 2) than their strongly-regularized counterparts (except

when Boltzmann weighting is employed at low temperatures, as, in these situations, there is

a tendency to over-fit the QM minima). However, these putative better fittings come at the
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cost of creation of artifacts in the PES, such as, e.g., spurious minima. Finally, as expected,

progressively employing higher weighting temperatures (T = 1000 K and T = 2000 K) in the

non-Boltzmann and Boltzmann schemes leads to results that become gradually similar to

the ones that are obtained upon use of the uniform weighting scheme. Hence, since uniform

weighting does not perform particularly well when using a configurational ensemble as the

fitting data set, we advocate against the use of high weighting temperatures. Therefore,

unless one has a specific reason to do so, temperatures in a range between 300 K to 500 K

are preferable.

Let us now turn our discussion to the results obtained through re-parametrization of the

soft dihedrals of aspirin when these were performed using relaxed dihedral scans as the fitting

data set. The soft dihedrals for which dihedral were scanned were C5-C6-O7-C8, C6-C4-

C2-O1, C6-C4-C2-O3, C4-C2-O3-H11 and O1-C2-O3-H11. Furthermore, for optimization

purposes, the C4-C6-O7-C8 dihedral was additionally included in this set due to the sym-

metry breaking previously mentioned. The optimizations per se were performed using the

MM-relaxed approach of equation (7) with strong regularization (α = 1.0) and at a tem-

perature of 500 K. The parameters that entered in the optimization are given by the vector

p = {Vn,γ}, wherein any pair of Vn and γ belongs to a term of the previously mentioned

dihedrals. These were all optimized concomitantly, amounting to a total of 26 parameters.

The fittings obtained when employing Boltzmann weighting are shown in figure 10, while

the fittings for the non-Boltzmann and uniform weighting methods are shown in SI. Through

the analysis of these figures, it is possible to conclude that most of the improvement in the

fittings occurred for the C5-C6-O7-C8 dihedral, an observation that supports the argument

that the main source of the mismatch seen between the GAFF and the SCC-DFTB-D3 dis-

tributions comes from the soft dihedrals that model the rotation around the C6-O7 bond.

For the remaining dihedrals, modest improvements or even slight worsening is obtained. The

latter effect occurs because the optimization procedure may sacrifice some accuracy in spe-

cific dihedrals to obtain a better global agreement. Furthermore, through the analysis of the
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configurational distribution represented in figure 11, we can conclude that, independently of

the weighting scheme applied, the agreement obtained to the target distribution was quite

good. It is also interesting to notice the sampling, even though very rarely, of the II-anti

conformation and, surprisingly, of the I-anti conformation, which was visited even less often,

when using non-Boltzmann and uniform weighting. Therefore, since there is nothing in the

energy profiles that potentially indicates an underestimation of the barrier height for the

syn to anti conversion, which, as can be seen in the O1-C2-O3-H11 dihedral energy profiles,

is of ca. 40 kJ/mol, we do not exclude that this anti conformations could be rarely visited

during a SCC-DFTB-D3 dynamics, and that we simply did not sampled them because we

only performed 10 ns of MD, in comparison to the 100 ns of the classical MD. Incidentally,

a careful analysis of the SCC-DFTB-D3 conformations reveals the presence of 5 frames that

would correspond to the anti-I conformation, which are simply not seen in the distribution

plot due do its extreme rareness.

Overall, all weighting schemes performed similarly well. Nevertheless, as a general guide-

line to follow when employing this re-parametrization approach, we also advocate for the

use of non-Boltzmann weighting due to its features, although this recommendation is less

strict than for the configurational ensemble data set re-parametrizations. Furthermore, with

regards to the regularization strength, our experience indicates that, in most cases, this

re-parametrization approach requires a strong-to-intermediate regularization scaling factor

(α = 1.0 or α = 0.1), as attempts to use weaker regularization strengths resulted, in general,

in unstable FFs that tend to be unsuitable for dynamics.
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Figure 10: Comparison of SCC-DFTB-D3, GAFF and GAFF.MOD (re-parametrized FF)
dihedral energy profiles for the C5-C6-O7-C8, C6-C4-C2-O1, C6-C4-C2-O3, C4-C2-O3-H11,
O1-C2-O3-H11 dihedrals. The GAFF curves correspond to MM-relaxed energy profiles.
The GAFF.MOD FF was obtained by employing the MM-relaxed approach with Boltzmann
weighting (T=500.0 K, α = 1.0) in the concomitant optimization of the parameters of the
dihedrals above represented plus the C4-C6-O7-C8 dihedral using the automatic soft fihedral
parametrization task.
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Figure 11: Aspirin configurational distributions of the O10-H11 distance vs. the C5-C6-
O7-C8 dihedral angle DOFss for SCC-DFTB-D3, GAFF, and the FFs derived through
re-parametrization of the soft dihedrals of aspirin when employing Boltzmann (figure 10),
non-Boltzmann and uniform weighting methods (T = 500 K, α = 1.0, figures in SI). All
represented distributions contain 10000 configurations generated through MD simulations.

Lastly, we also attempted to reproduce the SCC-DFTB-D3 distribution by simply parametriz-

ing the C5-C6-O7-C8 and C4-C6-O7-C8 dihedrals, i.e., the soft dihedrals that model the

rotation around the C6-O7 bond, as these are the main source of the mismatch seen between

the GAFF and the SCC-DFTB-D3 distributions. These re-parametrizations were performed

using the MM-relaxed approach of equation (7) with strong regularization (α = 1.0) and at a

temperature of 500 K. As seen in the dihedral energy profiles of figure 12, the re-parametrized

FFs (GAFF.MOD) dihedral energy profiles are in excellent agreement with respect to the
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SCC-DFTB-D3 ones, leading to a decrease in the energy RMSE from 10.21 kJ/mol (GAFF)

to 3.19 kJ/mol (Boltzmann weighting), 3.24 kJ/mol (non-Boltzmann weighting) and 1.29

kJ/mol (uniform weighting). Furthermore, through the analysis of the configurational dis-

tribution represented in figure 13, we can conclude that regardless of the weighting scheme

applied, the agreement to the target distribution is quite good. Despite this, a slight under-

representation of the configurations of the II-syn conformation can also be noted, as well as

very rare sampling of the II-anti conformation for the Boltzmann-weighted FF. Nevertheless,

all in all, parametrization of the dihedrals associated with the main faulty soft bond proved

to be an efficient route to correctly model the conformational dynamics of aspirin, especially

given that it is computationally cheap compared with the previously presented methods, and

that all weighting schemes performed similarly well.
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Figure 12: Comparison of SCC-DFTB-D3, GAFF and GAFF.MOD (re-parametrized FF)
dihedral energy profiles for the C5-C6-O7-C8 dihedral. The GAFF curves correspond to MM-
relaxed energy profiles. The GAFF.MOD FF was obtained by employing the MM-relaxed
approach with the indicated weighting method (T = 500 K, α = 1.0) in the optimization of
the parameters of the C5-C6-O7-C8 dihedral.
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Figure 13: Aspirin configurational distributions of the O10-H11 distance vs. the C5-C6-O7-
C8 dihedral angle DOFss for SCC-DFTB-D3, GAFF, and the GAFF.MOD FFs of figure
12 (obtained by re-parametrization of the dihedrals associated with the main faulty soft
bond), which were derived employing different weighting methods (T = 500 K, α = 1.0). All
represented distributions contain 10000 configurations generated through MD simulations.
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Adaptive parametrization of caffeine
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Figure 14: Molecular structure of caffeine.

As a last illustrative example of ParaMol’s parametrization capabilities, we re-parametrized

all intra-molecular parameters of caffeine to the VV10 level of theory using adaptive parametriza-

tion (the SCC-DFTB-D3 results are shown in SI). Specifically, the vector of parameters that

entered in the optimization was p = {Kb, req,Kθ,θeq,Vn,γ}. The total number of opti-

mizable parameters was 156. The minimized objective function included an energy, force

and regularization terms, as given by equations (3), (5) and (13).

In every iteration of the adaptive parametrization procedure, 100 new configurations

separated 0.5 ps from each other were generated and added to the previous ones. These

configurations were obtained using Langevin dynamics with a friction coefficient of 2 ps−1, a

time-step of 1 fs, and a temperature of 300 K. No special sampling technique was employed

to explore the PES of caffeine as it is mostly planar and does not have much conformational

variability. The adaptive parametrization procedure was deemed to be converged when the

root-mean square deviation of the parameters between two successive iterations was less than

10−4. The adaptive parametrization performed in total 23 iterations until convergence (2300

structures in total in the last iteration).

The plots of the RMSD of the parameters and the components of the objective function

as a function of the iteration number are shown in figure 15. Through the analysis of this

figure, we can see that most of the improvement in the objective function occurred in the first
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2-3 iterations, as shown by the θL2 regularization term, which remained practically steady

afterward, indicating that only small adjustments to the FF parameters occurred. After this

substantial initial refinement, the steady increase of the XE energy term may be attributed

simply to the convergence of the relative populations of the configurational ensemble used

in the parametrization, as the initial and final XE values were practically the same. In-

terestingly, this steady increase is not seen in the XF term, suggesting that for caffeine it

was less sensitive to the completeness of the configurational ensemble. Furthermore, not

much variation in any term occurred after the 15th iteration, as can be seen through the

stabilization of the objective function terms, which is a robust indication that, at this point,

both the sampling and the parameter optimization were practically converged.

Finally, to evaluate the improvement of the energies and forces, we generated two different

data sets using either the FF before (GAFF) and after re-parametrization (GAFF.MOD),

wherein we sampled 1000 configurations using each one of these FFs. This was done by

performing short MD simulations with the same settings as before (snapshots were collected

every picosecond). Since each data set was generated by sampling from its respective FF,

this analysis evaluated how close to the target level of theory each FF samples. The plot that

shows the correlation between the QM energies and the MM energies is represented in figure

16 and the atomic forces errors are shown in the molecular structures of figure 17. The root

mean square error of the energies before and after re-parametrization was 12.82 kJ/mol and

6.73 kJ/mol, respectively, which reveals that GAFF.MOD samples conformations that are

closer to VV10 level of theory, energetically-speaking. On other hand, the average RMSE

of the atomic forces improved from 83.61 kJ mol-1 Å-1 atom-1 to 50.95 kJ mol-1 Å-1 atom-1

after re-parametrization, a clear indication that GAFF.MOD is an improved FF in relation

to GAFF since it predicts better energies and forces.
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Figure 15: Top panel: Plot of the values of each term included in the objective function at
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of the RMSD of the parameters as a function of the number of the iteration number.
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Figure 16: Correlation between the QM energies and the MM energies of caffeine before
(GAFF) and after (GAFF.MOD) the adaptive re-parametrization procedure. Each data
sets consists of 1000 configurations generated through a short MD simulation that used the
respective FF.
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Figure 17: Atomic force errors before (GAFF, left) and after (GAFF.MOD, right) re-
parametrization. The average RMSE of the atomic forces improved from 83.61 kJ mol-1

Å-1 atom-1 (GAFF) to 50.95 kJ mol-1 Å-1 atom-1 after re-parametrization (GAFF.MOD).

Conclusions

We presented ParaMol, software that has the capability of re-parametrizing class I force-field

with a special focus on drug-like molecules. As explained and demonstrated in the examples

provided, ParaMol has many automated capabilities that allow the re-parametrization of

molecules through the use of different protocols. Its application may have implications in

different areas of chemistry with biological relevance that require FFs with high levels of

accuracy. The results obtained demonstrate that, within the constraints of the functional

form, the methodologies implemented in ParaMol were able to derive near-ideal parameters

for small organic molecules.

We have shown that the use of MM-relaxed dihedral scans is a robust way to re-

parametrize the parameters of dihedrals and that this methodology is not very sensitive

to the weighting method, yet it requires strong-to-intermediate regularization strengths. On
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the other hand, since fittings to QM-relaxed dihedrals scans are critically dependent on

the intra-molecular FF parameters, they substantially bias the derived FF parameters and,

therefore, their use should be avoided. Furthermore, configurational ensembles generated

through standard MM simulation methods may also be used as parametrization data sets,

even though they make the optimizations more sensitive to the weighting method. In this

context, the best results were obtained when using non-Boltzmann weighting, which proved

to be the most reliable weighting scheme, despite its tendency to overestimate transition

state energies and underestimate fluctuations. Moreover, Boltzmann weighting, which em-

phasizes the description of QM minima, tends to over-fit low energy regions of the PES

at the cost of poorly describing the remainder of the energy landscape. Hence, it requires

strong regularization to produce FFs that can be potentially used in MM modelling. Fi-

nally, since uniform weighting allows for positive and negative EMM − EQM values, it is

prone to the creation of asymmetries in the PES, which often lead to spurious minima due

to artificially large thermodynamics weights and poor description of under-represented con-

figurations (e.g., transition states). Similarly to Boltzmann weighting, uniform weighting

also requires strong regularization to mitigate some of these undesirable features.

It is also worthwhile mentioning that the sampling of spurious conformations is a common

issue that arises when re-parametrizing FFs, which may occur whenever not strong enough

regularization is employed or if the undesired sampled geometries are absent in the data set

used to perform the fitting. A possible solution for this issue is to further re-optimize the FFs

including the spurious conformations, such that the optimization procedure has information

about them. Owing to the features of non-Boltzmann weighting, it is the indicated method

to apply in these situations since, if anything, it tends to overestimate barrier heights and/or

equilibrium energies - attributes that, ultimately, prevent the over-sampling of ”artificial”

geometries.

When using configurational ensembles as parametrization data sets, temperatures in a

range between 300 and 500 K should be applied if using Boltzmann or non-Boltzmann weight-
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ing, as progressively employing higher temperatures leads to results that become gradually

similar to the ones that are obtained when using uniform weighting (which does not perform

particularly well in this setting). Alternatively, it is also possible to resort to the ParaMol’s

soft dihedral parametrization task, which identifies and concomitantly parametrizes all dihe-

drals associated with a molecule’s rotatable bonds. This method has a computational cost

significantly lower than the configurational ensemble approach, whilst inheriting all features

implicit to dihedral scans. Finally, adaptive parametrization is also an attractive and use-

ful way to optimize parameters as it combines in one protocol self-consistent sampling and

parametrization.

In general, most of the parametrization routines implemented in ParaMol can be per-

formed automatically. However, care has to be taken when performing parametrizations

using a non-linear, iterative optimizer at the expense of the LLS fitting approach, as the

former may become trapped in local minima, whereas the latter is deterministic and ensures

obtaining the global minimum. Consequently, whenever possible and suitable, the LLS so-

lution is preferred. Moreover, manual quality checks may be required to identify poor data

and outliers in the data set used in the parametrization, which is of particular importance

since most of the FF optimization problems arise as a result of low-quality fitting data.

Owing to its potential, we suggest that ParaMol could be introduced as a routine step in

the protocol normally employed to parametrize drug molecules for MM simulations. We hope

that this software is useful for the drug-design community and any issue encountered during

its use is encouraged to be reported to the GitHub page. The software is licensed under

the MIT open source licence. The code is available at GitHub at https://github.com/

JMorado/ParaMol and the documentation can be found at https://paramol.readthedocs.

io.
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